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IP Networking (20%)

1.1 Describe the difference 
between enterprise environments 
and industrial environments

Reliability and security are important to 
both environments, but reliability takes 
precedence in industrial environments 
due to potential cost of downtime

Industrial networks generally have a 
higher sensitivity to delay and jitter

Proprietary protocols

Harsher environments

1.2 Describe the components for 
making the data flow highly available 
and predictable in an industrial 
environment (QoS, IP addressing, 
protocol, and hardware resiliency)

Considerations

Number of devices

Amount of Layer 2 traffic

Use of IGMP and QoS

Minimization of latency and jitter

Controller Redundancy

ControlLogix controllers 
operate in redundant pairs 
and appear as a single system 
to the rest of the network

1.3 Interpret and diagnose 
problems that are related to QoS

Classification/marking as 
close to source as possible

Congestion management (queuing/
scheduling) on output interface

Congestion avoidance (drop 
policies) on output interface

Policing (inbound or outbound), 
shaping outbound

1.4 Describe the differences 
between redundancy and 
resiliency requirements / 
approaches between the 
Enterprise and the plant floor

Industrial environments more 
frequently have real-time redundancy 
and resiliency requirements not found 
in enterprise environments

Downtime in industrial environments 
can be much more costly than a 
typical enterprise environment

1.5 Differentiate the 
capabilities of switch types Platforms:

Cisco IE 2000, 
3000, 4000 Series

2000: Layer 2 access

3000, 4000: Layer 3 aggregation

Allen-Bradley (Rockwell 
Automation) Stratix 
5700, 8000 Series

5700: Layer 2 access

8000: Layer 3 aggregation

Support for CIP, ProfiNET, REP, PTP

Support for Layer 2 NAT on IE2K, Stratix 5700/8000

1.6 Describe the life cycle 
of a multicast group

Background

Multicast in IACS networks is typically 
constrained to the Layer 2 cell/area 
zone and not routed beyond.

IGMP snooping on a switch constrains 
multicast traffic to only those ports 
interested in receiving the traffic, otherwise 
multicast traffic is treated as broadcast.

Consideration of 32:1 overlap of 
multicast IP to MAC addresses.

Routers act as IGMP queriers to 
determine multicast membership and 
maintain multicast state in the network

Lifecycle

Host sends IGMP report to join a 
multicast group (unsolicited join)

Router sends occasional IGMP query 
messages to determine group 
membership (when multiple routers 
present on the VLAN, the router with 
the lowest IP is the querier by default)

Interested hosts respond to the queries

IGMPv2 hosts send IGMP Leave 
message when no longer interested

Configure / 
Verify

Enabled by default

ip igmp snooping [vlan VLAN]

ip igmp snooping querier [address IP]

show ip igmp groups

show ip igmp snooping

1.7 Describe and 
configure the operation 
and use cases for NAT

Static NAT
ip nat inside source static LOCAL GLOBAL

Interface: ip nat {inside | outside}

Dynamic NAT

ip nat pool POOL START-IP END-IP {MASK/LEN}

access-list ACL permit SRC WC

ip nat inside source list ACL pool POOL

Interface: ip nat {inside | outside}

NAT Overload

access-list ACL permit SRC WC

ip nat inside source list ACL interface INT overload

Interface: ip nat {inside | outside}

Layer 2 NAT

aka 1:1 NAT

Supported on IE 2K and Stratix 5700/8000

instance NUM
 inside from network SUB1 to SUB2 mask MASK
 outside from host IP1 to IP2 gateway

interface INT
 l2nat instance NUM

Example:

instance 10
 inside from network 192,168.0.0 to 10.10.10.0 mask 255.255.255.0
 outside from host 10.10.10.254 to 192.168.9.254 gateway

interface vlan 10
 ip address 10.10.10.254 mask 255.255.255.0
interface g1/1
 switchport access vlan 10
 l2nat instance 10

1.8 Describe and configure 
the operation and use 
cases for static routing

ip route DST MSK NHOP [INT]

1.9 Describe and 
configure VLAN trunking 
to a virtual switch

VTP not recommended for IACS networks

interface INT
 switchport mode trunk
 switchport nonegotiate
 switchport trunk native VLAN ID
 switchport trunk allowed vlan VLANS

1.10 Describe and 
configure Layer 2 
resiliency protocols 
(Spanning Tree, REP, 
Flex Links, and 
Etherchannels)

STP

MSTP recommended for multi-vendor

STP root should be distribution switch

Protect topology with Root Guard, BPDU Guard

REP

Cisco-proprietary

Layer 2 trunk ports only

Flooded in hardware

REP Segments

Segment is chain of ports connected 
together with same Segment ID

Only 2 ports can belong to a 
single segment on a single switch

Ring Segment has both Edge 
ports on the same switch

Open Segment has the Edge 
ports on two different switches

Up to 64 REP segments per switch

REP Ports

States:

Failed

Open

Alternate

Types:

Regular

Starts in failed state

Transitions to Alternate

Blocked ports negotiate, 
one remains blocked, all 
others transition to Open

Edge Two edge ports required 
for VLAN balancing

Integrity

Link Status Layer 
(LSL) messages 
used to detect 
REP neighbors

Sent in 
untagged 
frames

Port does 
not become 
operational 
when:

No neighbor has 
same Segment ID

More than one 
neighbor has 
same Segment ID

Neighbor does 
not acknowledge 
port as peer

Two ports on the 
same switch 
belonging to the 
same segment 
must be:

Both Edge

Both Regular

One Regular, 
one Edge No-
Neighbor

One Edge and 
One Regular 
cannot exist on the 
same switch. The 
Edge port will be 
treated as regular

Configuration

Configure ports contiguously in the REP segment

The same set of allowed VLANs must be configured

rep admin vlan NUM

VLAN 1 default

Assigning a VLAN bounds 
the flooding of REP 
packets to the single VLAN

When REP is enabled 
on an interface, it is a 
regular segment port 
unless specifically 
configured as Edge

interface INT
 rep segment NUM

interface INT
 rep segment NUM edge primary

interface INT
 rep segment NUM edge no-neighbor primary

rep lsl-age-timer MS

Hello = MS / 3

Both ends of link should have 
same value configured, 
otherwise link will flap

Optional:

Segment 
TCN:

interface INT
 rep stcn segment A-B

Specify 
Alternate 
port:

interface INT
 rep block port ID vlan VLANs

Trigger 
VLAN Load 
Balancing:

Configured on 
Primary Edge port

Primary Edge port 
sends alert message 
to all interfaces. 
Secondary port blocks 
VLANs specified in 
message, and Primary 
Edge blocks all others

Manual

rep preempt segment NUM

Delay:

rep preempt delay SEC

show interface INT rep detail

show rep topology

SNMP: snmp mib rep trap-rate TPS

FlexLinks

Active/Standby pair, STP disabled

Primary: switchport backup interface SECONDARY

Configured at access layer on uplinks to distribution

EtherChannel is supported, but 
individual members cannot be used

Link types do not need to be the same, 
but it is recommended that they have 
the same characteristics (such as speed).

show interface switchport backup

EtherChannel

LACP system priority, port priority

Member interfaces must have identical settings

show interfaces INT etherchannel

show etherchannel NUM port-channel

show etherchannel summary

UDLD

Requires support on both ends of link

Hellos contain device and port IDs, devices 
expect to see their own info in the returned hellos

Normal mode changes port to undetermined

Aggressive mode (recommended) attempts 8 
times to re-establish then err-disables the port

Can be enabled globally for all fiber ports, 
and enabled on individual copper ports

1.11 Configure switch ports 
(macros, threshold alarms)

Macros

Global macro global apply cisco-ie-global

Interface macro apply cisco-ie-switch $native_vlan NUM

Running a macro does not replace 
existing configuration, it adds to it

show parser macro [brief]

Alarms

show alarm settings

show facility-alarm status

alarm facility TYPE OPTIONS

Common Industrial Protocol (CIP) 
Knowledge & Configuration (19%)

2.1 Explain the 
CIP connection 
establishment 
process

Messages

Connected

Implicit

Process

Connection established

Data transferred

Connection remains open

Examples

I/O data transfer

Produced/consumed 
tags between 
Logix5000 controllers

UDP 2222 Unicast or multicast

Explicit

Process

Connection established

Data transferred

Connection closed

Connection must 
be re-opened for 
each data transfer

Examples

Message instructions

RSLinx classic setting 
IP for communication 
module

TCP 44818

Unconnected Explicit Only
Process

No connection 
established 
between devices

Data sent in packet that 
includes destination ID 
in data structure

Passes through 
message router

TCP 44818

Process

TCP established between consumer and producer

Consumer sends CIP Connection Manager 
FwdOpen request which communicates 
connection ID (CID), RPI, etc

Producer sends CIP Connection 
Manager Success response

Producer sends I/O data via EtherNet/IP 
UDP 2222 with specific CID

FwdClose sent when communications are done

I/O Connections
Rack-optimized

Owner controller uses single 
RPI value for each connection

Owner controller communicates with all IOMs 
in remote chassis with single connection

Direct Single connection between controller and each IOM

2.2 Explain producer/
consumer models 
and implicit/explicit 
message models

Object identification MAC > Object Class > Instance > Attribute > Service Code

Message models

Implicit

Used for time-critical control I/O data

Always connected messages

Meaning of data is predefined, data fields 
contain only data, no protocol information

Data src/dst is application/assembly object

Transport Class 1

Explicit

Multipurpose communication between two devices

Connected or unconnected

Data fields contain specific protocol

Always point-to-point in nature

Server-side bound to message router 
object with access to all internal resources

Client-side bound to client application object 
and must generate requests to the server

Transport Class 3

Producer/Consumer

Unicast or multicast

Consumer (e.g. controller) creates rules for 
data generated by producers (e.g. devices) 
such as Requested Packet Interval (RPI)

Data shared over EtherNet/IP is 
transferred with produced tags and 
received (stored) with consumed tags

Produced and Consumed tags 
are always controller-scoped

Tags should be 
less than 500 bytes

Safety tags must be 
less than 128 bytes

2.3 Recognize 
communication abilities 
and capacities in different 
hardware/hardware 
generations (revisions)

Studio 5000

v16: standard producer/consumer 
unicast support, multicast default

v18: standard I/O unicast support 
added, multicast default

v19: Safety producer/consumer unicast 
support added, unicast default

v20: Safety I/O unicast support 
added, unicast default

CompactLogix models and ControlLogix Ethernet 
modules have limitations on the number of TCP 
connections, CIP connections, and packets per 
second allowed, as well as number of supported 
nodes in the I/O configuration tree.

2.4 Identify and describe 
the technologies that 
enable CIP Motion and 
CIP Safety

CIP Motion

Background

Synchronized network allows 
real-time control by including 
time information as part of 
motion messages, which 
include time and position

Enables integration of field 
devices and motion drives on 
the same network; a separate 
network is no longer 
required.

Earlier methods required a controller to 
calculate everything, and the motion 
device to simply follow instructions when 
the information was received. CIP Motion 
instead provides the timestamp for when 
the device is to perform its task, which is 
sent to the device beforehand.

Requirements:

Synchronization services

Timely data transfer

Motion control device profiles

Supported 
topologies:

Linear / Bus Up to 50 devices

DLR Device-
Level Ring

Offers redundancy 
from single failure

Star

Components:

Motion device 
axis object

Attributes

Services

Behavior of axis 
associated with 
motion device 
(drives, encoders, etc)

Motion control 
axis object

Attributes

Services

Behavior of axis associated 
with motion controller

CIP Motion drive 
device profile

Identifies CIP 
object 
components

Defines dynamic 
connection data 
structures

Defines motion data 
transfer timing model

CIP Safety

Network operates correctly or goes into 
predefined state per-device (example robotic 
arm shutdown or exhaust fan turned on)

Dual-channel design. Safety data is transmitted 
twice, once normal and once with inverted data, 
each with its own separate CRCs. The CRCs are 
part of the message data itself, not link-layer

Meets IEC 61508 safety requirements to level SIL3

Safety-rated I/O tags require safety-rated IOM

All CIP Safety data is produced with a timestamp so 
consumers can determine age of produced data

CIP Safety messages are different from standard 
CIP messages. The CIP Safety protocol is only 
present in safety-rated devices to prevent 
standard devices from acting as a safety device.

2.5 Identify the 
applicability, limitations, 
and components of a 
DLR implementation

Background 
and Features

Devices that do not support embedded 
switch technology can be attached to a linear 
or ring topology with a network tap which 
contains a device port and two network ports

Device still has single IP and MAC 
address, despite multiple network ports

Rings must be isolated and cannot overlap

Recovery times of less than 3ms for up to 50 nodes

IEEE 1588 transparent clock

Cut-through forwarding

Components

Active Ring 
Supervisor

Verifies ring integrity

Reconfigures ring to 
recovery from single fault

Collects ring diagnostic information

Supervisor should not be 
configured on linear network

Multiple supervisors should be 
configured on a ring network

Beacon Frame

Sent by supervisor to 
determine ring health

Supervisor blocks one of its 
network ports for data traffic, 
but continues to send beacon 
frames out of both ports

Beacon Interval

Beacon Timeout

Ring Node

During a fault, ring nodes 
reconfigure themselves and 
relearn the network topology

Ring nodes can report fault 
locations to the supervisor

2.6 Implement multicast 
features for CIP within a LAN

IGMP / IGMP Snooping

Express Setup enables CIP settings such as 
QoS, CIP VLAN, IGMP and IGMP snooping

2.7 Optimize RPI on a 
CIP connection given 
a set of parameters

RPI = requested packet interval by receiving device

API = actual time between packets in microseconds

Path timeout = connection 
timeout multiplier times API

RPI is specified for entire rack with rack-
optimized connection, or for each 
individual IOM with direct connection

Used only for implicit connections

Higher RPI = higher utilization, 
faults occur if RPI is set too high

Produced tags can have multiple consumers, the 
highest consumer RPI is the RPI for the produced tag

2.8 Enable and 
configure IEEE 1588 
PTP at the system level

CIP Sync based 
on PTPv2

Only supported by EtherNet/IP

Used for sequence-of-events applications, system-
wide synchronization for CIP networks, integrated 
motion for EtherNet/IP network applications

CIP Sync configured on ControlLogix 
controller properties date/time page

PTP is a time-
transfer protocol 
whose goal is for 
downstream 
devices to 
determine the 
offset of their 
clocks to 
upstream clocks

Grand 
Master

Source of time information

Elected via 
Best Master 
Clock 
algorithm

Priority 1

Class

Accuracy

Variance

Priority 2

Unique Identifier 
(tiebreaker)

"Perfect Clocks 
Are Viewed 
Positively Useful"

Master

Reference for slave clocks

Provides information describing 
quality of Grand Master

One Master per subnet

Slave
Selects Master via Announce 
messages and Best Master 
Clock Algorithm

PTP Messages

Announce Sent by Grand Master-capable devices, and sent 
only by elected Grand Master upon election

Sync Master sends Sync, which may 
contain timestamp (one-step mode)

Follow-up Master sends Follow-up containing 
timestamp (two-step mode)

Delay request Slave sends delay request with timestamp

Delay response Master sends delay response with timestamp

Clock Types

Grand Master

Ordinary (Master/Slave)

Boundary
Syncs upstream to Grand Master

Provides time for downstream slaves

Transparent 
(end-to-end / 
peer-to-peer)

Compensates for delay through device

P2P not supported by CIP Sync

PTP end-to-end transparent mode enabled 
by default on FE and GE ports on IE/Stratix

Hybrid

Combine two clock functions in one, 
such as ordinary and transparent

Used in 2-port daisy-chain/ring topologies

Config / Troubleshoot

show ptp port

show ptp clock

ptp mode MODE

ptp domain NUM

ptp priority{1 | 2}

Interface PTP commands

2.9 Configure the 
Stratix using the Add 
On Profile (AOP) in 
Studio 5000

Device profiles specify the set of CIP objects 
that must be implemented, along with 
configuration options and I/O data formats

Component must be added to I/O 
configuration tree of Logix Designer project in 
order for the controller to receive status data 
or send configuration data to the component

Stratix switch must first be configured with Express 
Setup, then AOP added to Logix Designer application

Switch firmware and AOP revision must match

Stratix config can be saved to SD card 
and transferred to a replacement switch

Configurations can be imported/
exported from Logix Designer

ProfiNET Knowledge & 
Configuration (19%)

3.1 Describe the 
differences in ProfiNET 
support between Cisco 
catalyst and Cisco 
Industrial Ethernet (IE) 
switches

3.1.a Support for VLAN 0

Enabled by default 
on Cisco IE switches

interface INT
 encapsulation priority-tagged

Catalyst switches do not 
support VLAN 0, and 
must be configured to 
add the VLAN tag and 
accept priority

interface INT
 switchport access vlan NUM
 switchport mode access
 switchport voice vlan NUM
 switchport voice vlan dot1p

The last switch facing the I/O device removes the 
VLAN tag before sending it on the untagged port

3.1.b Support for ProfiNET LLDP

Not enabled by default unless 
global macro is executed

lldp run

3.1.c Support for GSDs 
(integration into SIMATIC STEP 7)

GSD files are included on Cisco IE switches and 
are used to describe the features and settings 
available for configuration within the TIA Portal

3.2 Describe the operation 
and purpose of ProfiSAFE

Extra software layer on top of ProfiNET protocol

Conforms to IEC 61508 SIL3 level safety applications

3.3 Describe the three 
basic ProfiNET devices 
and conformance classes

Class A

Certified devices and controllers

Diagnostics and alarms

Cyclic data exchange

I/O data Communication Relationship

Cycle times of 250 µs to 512 ms

Each device can have a different cycle time

ProfiNET frames EtherType 0x8892

Acyclic data exchange
Record data Communication Relationship

Standard TCP/IP

Standard Ethernet communications 
and diagnostics options

Class B

All of Class A

Certified network 
components

Cisco IE switches are certified to class B

Switches act as I/O device and can 
report lower-level alarms to ProfiNET 
controllers such as Ethernet errors

Use of SNMP

LLDP used for neighborhood 
detection at the port level

SNMP used to obtain LLDP 
information from devices

Simple exchange of devices
Replacement devices automatically 
get name and parameters of the 
devices they replace

Class C

All of Class A & B

Synchronous 
communication

All devices connected in a line with no 
unsynchronized devices between them

Isochronous real-time data transmitted 
cyclicly during a reserved portion of the 
bandwidth, all other data transferred after

Dynamic frame packing can be used for 
extremely low cycle times where the 
nodes are addressed with a single frame

Certification of network 
components with hardware support

Required for isochronous communication

3.4 Describe the 
ProfiNET 
application classes 
and communication 
channels

AR Application 
Relationship

General Station Description (GSD) file loaded into 
SIMATEC STEP 7 TIA Portal software contains data 
used to establish application relationship with device

AR must be established before exchanging 
data via Connection Relationship (CR)

At least two ARs for each I/O device: one 
for a controller, and one for a supervisor

I/O device is passive and waits for controller to 
send connect frame to initiate AR establishment

Controller can have only 1 AR per device, 
but multiple I/O data CRs can be used.

CR Connection 
Relationship

Record data
Standard acyclic configuration data

Standard TCP/IP

I/O data
Real-time cyclic data

ProfiNET EtherType 0x8892

Alarm

Real-time alarm data

Levels:

Maintenance required

Maintenance demanded (urgent)

Diagnostic alarm

Communication 
Types

Not Real-Time

Standard communications with acyclic applications

100 ms response

10 ms jitter

Uses standard TCP/IP stack is is routable

Real-Time

Factory automation applications with cyclic data

10 ms response

1 ms jitter

EtherType 0x8892

802.1p priority bits set

Does not use TCP/IP and is not routable

Isochronous 
Real-Time

Motion control applications 
where data exchanges must be 
synchronized between devices

< 1ms response

< 1 µs jitter

Uses specialized 
hardware and 
IEEE 1588

Not supported in Cisco switches

All devices in the clock system 
must be directly connected 
without passing through any 
nonsynchronized devices

Uses time-slot technology to synchronize all 
devices and schedule data transmissions

Does not use TCP/IP and is not routable

3.5 Describe DHCP and 
how it can be used for IP 
addressing of devices 
and configuration pushes

DCP

Discovery and Configuration Protocol

IP for devices is defined on controller

Controller broadcasts name of device

Device responds with name and MAC

Controller assigns IP to device

DHCP not recommended for ProfiNET

3.6 Describe ring network 
requirements for ProfiNET

Media Redundancy Manager

Real-time and Not Real-Time data

Uses Media Redundancy Protocol

One device is the manager, all others are clients

Manager uses test frames to check ring integrity

Media Redundancy for 
Planned Duplication

Isochronous real-time data

Devices send frames out both ports

Devices forward frames but do not learn addresses

Receiver does not forward frames

Receiver uses most recent frame and discard second

Not supported on Cisco switches

Controller redundancy

Two controllers at each end of a linear topology

Controllers connected with separate synchronization 
wiring and maintain synchronized state in active/standby

With a break in the linear topology, one 
controller controls the IOMs it can reach, and 
the other controller controls the remaining IOMs

Device redundancy

Redundant IOMs read and control shared field devices

Controller uses both IOMs

Input values read by both modules, compared, 
and sent to controller as a single value

Controller sends output to both output modules

3.7 Enable ProfiNET on the switch

Enabled by default on Cisco IE switches Catalyst switches require special configuration to 
add VLAN tag and support dot1p priority bits

Enable ProfiNET and assign VLAN: profinet
profinet vlan NUM

ProfiNET device ID: profinet id STRING

show profinet status

3.8 Enable Layer 2 QoS to 
ensure ProfiNET is prioritized

Express Setup runs the cisco-ie-global 
macro which enables QoS on the switch

Configure port trust state: mls qos trust cos

show mls qos interface

3.9 Integrate the Cisco Industrial 
Ethernet Switch in SIMATIC STEP 7

Copy GSD file from switch

Install GSD file into TIA Portal

Add/configure switch in TIA Portal project

Set ProfiNET ID and IP address 
for ProfiNET VLAN on the switch

show profinet status Will show "connected" after successful 
connection from controller project

3.10 Configure and monitor ProfiNET 
alarm profiles on IE switches

Alarms on Cisco IE switches can be monitored from 
TIA Portal including values and thresholds

Alarms:

Primary / secondary temperature

Redundant power supply

CompactFlash

Relay major / minor alarm

Port status

Security (12%)

4.1 Describe the defense 
in-depth approach to 
securing the industrial zone

Policies, Procedures, Awareness

Physical Security

Network Security

Industrial Network Security Framework

DMZ between manufacturing and enterprise zones, 
all traffic originates and terminates in the DMZ

4.2 Identify how a security component (hardware/
software) applies to a network device to meet the 
network security definition of defense in depth

802.1X with VLAN assignment

PACLs

MAC filtering

SSHv2 / SNMPv3 access

TACACS+ / RADIUS

MAC notification

DHCP Snooping

DHCP Option 82

switchport port-security

QoS trust boundary

ACLs

Dynamic ARP Inspection

IP Source Guard

Private VLANs

uRPF

4.3 Describe network 
device hardening

Part of 3-stage 
Attack Continuum

Before: Discover, Enforce, Harden

IOS Firewall

ASA Firewall

ISE

TrustSec/NAC

During: Detect, Block, Defend

FirePOWER

IPS

WSA Web Security Appliance

ESA Email Security Appliance

After: Scope, Contain, Remediate
AMP for networks

AMP for endpoints

Restrict physical access

Disable remote programming capabilities

Encrypt communications

Use AAA

4.4 Describe the concept and mechanisms 
of implementing logical segmentation

VLANs

Private VLANs

VRFs

Firewall

4.5 Identify possible options to control traffic 
between zones (ACLs, firewalls, VLANs)

No traffic in the industrial zone should originate 
from the enterprise zone, and vice-versa. All traffic 
between zones should terminate in the DMZ.

Wireless (10%)

5.1 Describe the differences between 802.11a/b/g/n/ac

5.2 Describe the components that you need to build 
multiple wireless networks on a single access point One SSID per VLAN

5.3 Describe the difference 
between autonomous and 
controller-based access points 
and wireless workgroup bridges

Autonomous AP

One VLAN per SSID

Trunk to switch

Standalone, does not use controller

Controller-based AP
CAPWAP tunnel to WLC

WLC trunk to switch

Wireless 
Workgroup 
Bridge

For wired devices outside of wired reach

One or more wired devices connect to WGB

WGB bridges to wireless network

Autonomous WGB appears 
as non-standard client

Stratix 5100

Requires Aeronet APs

Universal WGB appears 
as standard wireless client Can connect to any AP

5.4 Demonstrate a typical switchport configuration 
for autonomous and controller-based access points

Autonomous: switchport mode trunk

Controller-based: switchport mode access

5.5 Describe the limitations of using a workgroup 
bridge with a control communication Not suitable for real-time traffic

Troubleshooting (20%)

6.1 Troubleshoot advanced Layer 1 problems 
such as mechanical deterioration, electromagnetic 
noise issues, and infrastructure mismatches

Cable faults, improper termination, bad 
grounding / proximity to noise sources

Verify with error counters, TDR testing

show interface INT

Collisions = duplex mismatch

CRC errors = cable damage / noise

Interface Status = Layer 1

Line Protocol Status = Layer 2

6.2 Troubleshoot VLAN trunking

switchport operational mode switchport mode trunk

Allowed VLANs on trunk switchport trunk allowed vlans

VLANs created on switch

DTP issues (no negotiate is recommended)

show interface trunk

show mac address-table

6.3 Troubleshoot an error disabled port

show interfaces err-disabled

show errdisable flap-values

errdisable recovery

show errdisable recovery

[no] errdisable detect cause CAUSE

show errdisable detect

6.4 Troubleshoot basic spanning tree 
port state and root priority problems

show spanning-tree vlan NUM

show spanning-tree mst NUM

show spanning-tree summary

show spanning-tree detail

show spanning-tree root

6.5 Troubleshoot Layer 3 problems by 
inspecting route tables and NAT tables

show ip route

show ip nat translation

6.6 Troubleshoot Layer 3 problems 
in a VRF-lite enabled environment

show ip protocols vrf VRF

show ip route vrf VRF

show ip vrf VRF

6.7 Demonstrate the ability to find the location of a 
device within a multi-switch network given an IP address

Get MAC address: show ip arp | inc IP

Find Port: show mac address-table | inc MAC

6.8 Identify methods for troubleshooting a 
communication problem in a CIP environment

Check I/O status of controller via controller 
hardware of Studio 5000 Logix Designer project

Alarms are displayed on controllers and HMI 
displays when communication failures occur

Missed packets and high latency 
can cause connection timeouts

Each device is rated for the number of supported 
CIP connections, do not exceed 80% of capacity

6.9 Troubleshoot CIP 
using an Ethernet/IP 
browse tool, command 
line, and a web browser

RSLinx Classic

Required by Logix5000 system to configure 
communications drivers, view configured networks 
and active nodes, enable communications tasks

RSLinx driver requires manual IP entry

EtherNet/IP driver can automatically browse for 
active network devices on the local subnet. Remote 
subnets can be browsed with directed broadcast.

RSWho is main 
window to display 
networks and devices

Red X = device offline

Yellow ? = module does 
not have EDS Electronic 
Data Sheet file installed

Studio5000 
Logix Designer

Yellow triangle with ! = module with issue

Right click module > properties > connections > module fault

Command Line

list identity Command used by CIP-based 
network tools like RSWho

extended ping

show cip status

HMI

Device Manager web interface

6.10 Troubleshoot device 
communications performance

Storm Control

Configurable as percentage of bandwidth, PPS, BPS

Configured on interface

storm-control TYPE level RISING FALLING

storm-control action ACTION

show storm-control

CPU utilization

5% non-stacked switch normal utilization

10% stacked switch normal utilization

show processes cpu

show processes cpu history

show processes cpu sorted 5sec

Memory utilization show processes memory sorted

Syslog
show logging

Message Format: Timestamp: %Facility Code-Level-Mnemonic: Description

6.11 Identify the source of cable 
and device faults in a DLR

Verify at least one node is supervisor 
and that topology is still a physical ring

Verify cables, IP addresses

Check Network Status field 
on active supervisor status 
page to determine fault type

Logix Designer application status pages

RSLinx Classic status pages

Device web pages

6.12 Identify methods for 
troubleshooting a communication 
problem in a ProfiNET environment

Keep network load below 50%, 
use network load calculation tool

Update times for each device and the number of 
devices  are factors for network load

Use ping to validate connectivity between devices

TIA Portal automatically 
calculates update time 
for each I/O device

Decrease update time to exchange data 
more frequently if data is not updating fast 
enough for there are missed state changes 
in the controller logic or other applications

Increase update time to exchange data 
less frequently if data is timing out or 
there is overutilization of the CPU

Update times are configurable per I/O device

6.13 Troubleshoot ProfiNET using 
SIMATIC STEP 7 to view network 
topology, use the switch command line

Cisco switch web dashboard shows port errors and utilization

show lldp neighbors

show interface INT

TIA Portal Topology view displays which ports are 
connected and communicating with each other


